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Sabi Sabi - Selati Camp

Overview
To visit Selati Camp is to travel back in time. Small, exclusive and brimming
with history, colonial elegance and African legend, the camp is perched near
the historical Selati Railway line after which it is named. Much has changed
since the days when the line was the site of prowling lions and local
travellers hid in the trees to avoid them. The railway is no more than a
memory and the big game hunters banished. The lions, however, still roam.
This is exactly the sort of insight you can expect from the Camp’s
experienced game rangers while dining in the outdoor boma on a warm
night. Nights at Selati are quiet, intimate and possessed of a rare magic.
Some say it is the hand of Selati’s namesake, the legendary female chief of
the ancient Thubela tribe. Or perhaps it is the gentle glow of the lamps.
Whatever it is, it has made Selati Camp an essential pilgrimage to romantic
souls far and wide. Fashioned in the colonial, ‘Out of Africa’ style, Selati
nestles under majestic Acacia trees that line the Msuthlu River. Situated
between the Sabie and Sand Rivers, Selati lies on an animal migration path
which sees game traverse to and from the Kruger National Park and Sabi
Sand Reserve. This daily search for water and food is an ancient rhythm and
here it happens right around you as you sip your sundowner or wake to a
dawn chorus of hundreds of bushveld birds. Step back in time and re-live the
magic and majesty of another era at Selati Camp.

Room Information
This exclusive South African lodge comprises eight opulent thatched suites,
each with full bathroom en-suite and private alfresco shower, blend perfectly
into the surrounding bush. Home-cooked cuisine is served on decks built
over the river-bed, in the open air "boma" or in the "farmhouse kitchen". The
premier accommodation Selati Camp is the sumptuous and spacious Ivory
Presidential Suite, which is a favourite amongst honeymooners. It offers turn
of the 19th century colonial grandeur in the form of original antiques, a
draped four-poster bed, private terrace, and fireplace. The magnificent ensuite bathroom, complete with Persian carpet and antique chaise-longue,
also features a very private pool and safaris. The separate dressing room
features an antique wardrobe and dressing table

Location: Sabi Sabi Private
Game Reserve is an unspoilt
part of Africa ecologically and
geographically integrated with
the adjacent Kruger National
Park. It is situated within one of
South Africa's oldest and
largest proclaimed reserves the renowned Sabi Sand
Wildtuin. Sabi Sabi lies 500 km
east of Johannesburg, 800 km
north east of Durban and 200
km west of Maputo in
Mozambique. UTF-8
Rating: 5/5
Hotel Features
Bar/Lounge
Medical Assistance
Available
Restaurant
Swimming Pool
Room Features
Air Conditioning
Complimentary
Toiletries
Hair Dryer
Housekeeping
In-room Safe
Mini Bar
Private Bathroom
Robes & Slippers
Turndown Service
Wake-up Calls

Policies
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Cancellation Policy
FIT
Days prior to arrival:
0 – 20 - 100%
21 – 45 - 25%
46+ - 5%
Group
Days prior to arrival:
0 – 45 - 100%
46 – 60 - 50%
60+ - 5%
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